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Volume of C
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2001

Bhokardan 256191

Jafrabad 137345

Jalna 432129

Badnapur 131362

Ambad 207142

Ghansawangi 173082

Partur 145495

Mantha 130234

Jalna District 1612980
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ercent. However, the growth rate of populatio
the Jalna district. The highest growth of popul
, while the lowest was for Jafrabad tahsil and it was 18.77%

ost urbanized part of the district. Large numbe
ter employment opportunities,  resulting  in  
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Badnapur tahsils has also shown much lower growt
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Table 1 
Volume of Change in Population and Food Crop   

Production in Jalna District (2001-2011) 

Population % Change 
2001-2011 

Production (M.T.)

2001 2011 2001 2011 

256191 311303 21.51 53979 59321

137345 163120 18.77 42449 46834

432129 519018 20.11 55316 60721

131362 153772 17.06 43509 48018

207142 255709 23.45 48229 52751

173082 211108 21.97 33403 37016

145495 177589 22.06 33861 37153

130234 167427 28.56 26285 29585

1612980 1959046 21.46 337031 371399

Source: Computed by researcher.  
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46834 10.33 
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